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INTRODUCTION & 
CONTEXT

#1. Heritage has a 
broad range of values –

including 
environmental values. 

These are often 
excluded 

(externalities) in our 
current economic 

models and decisions.



• Archaeology – a bridge to the past

• Architecture – uniqueness, distinctiveness

• Aesthetic– beauty

• Historic– remembering the past

• Social– identity, cohesion, wellbeing

• Spiritual– faith

• …

These are largely not captured using orthodox economic 
techniques

HERITAGE BENEFITS PEOPLE IN 

MULTIPLE WAYS



A TYPICAL BUSINESS CASE:
Heritage values largely un-
monetised (externali t ies)

Net Jobs 

(new and safeguarded)

GVA 

(new jobs and training)

We measure e.g.

Floorspace Land use

Land values Visits

Training Volunteering

But silent on…

Historical values (collective memories, vintage effects)

Architectural values  (distinctiveness, craftmanship)

Aesthetic values (beauty)

Spiritual values (meaning, authenticity, pride)

Environmental values  (Embodied carbon, 
biodiversity)

To calculate...



THERE ARE CONSEQUENCES OF POOR MEASUREMENT, POOR 
VALUATION AND GENERAL LACK OF CONNECTION BETWEEN 

ECONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL (AND OTHER SOCIAL) SCIENCES



MOVE TOWARDS A MORE 
HOLISTIC APPROACH
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MEASURING  
OUTCOMES

GDP is the core 
metric of prosperity.

A measure of market 
output.



“ W H AT W E  M E A SURE IN FO R MS W HAT W E  D O. A N D  IF  W E ' R E 
M E A SURI N G T H E  W RONG T H I NG, W E 'RE GO I N G TO  D O  T H E  W R ONG 

T H IN G.” Jo s ep h  St i g l i tz , E c o n o mi st , N o b e l  L a u r eate

Concern about climate change and rising inequality is fueling a global demand for better measures

“Economics is in greater flux, and generating more interesting ideas, than it has for a generation.”



E CONOMICS IS  
A P OWERFUL 
TOOL BUT  I S  
AT  BE S T AN 

I NCOMPLETE, 
E VOLVING 
S CI ENCE

Source: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mauricio-Uriona-Maldonado-2

Neoliberal 

economics

WHAT’S NEXT?

Ecological econ, evolutionary econ, doughnut econ, wellbeing econ, ….circular 

economics?

The heritage sector must have a 

voice in this evolution – we cannot 

afford to be passive agents.

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mauricio-Uriona-Maldonado-2


EMBEDDING THE 
ENVIRONMENT IN 

VALUATION

#3 

Can support the case for 
the conservation of the 

built historic environment.



MARKET FAILURE IN THE 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT

UK: 80% of buildings that will exist in 2050 
have already been built.  

Africa: 80% of buildings that will exist in 2050 
are yet to be built.

• “Besides transport, another major 
consumer of resources is the rapidly 
growing building sector.

• Resource extraction has more than tripled 
since 1970

• By 2060, global material use could double 
to 190 billion tonnes (from 92 billion)

• Building quality sand is currently being 
extracted at unsustainable rates.”

Source( United Nations Environment Programme 
Global Resources Outlook 2019)

“Extraction of materials is a chief 
culprit in climate change and 

biodiversity loss—a challenge that 
will only worsen unless the world 
urgently undertakes a systemic 

reform of resource use,” UN 
Environment climate change 

specialist Niklas Hagelberg. “Such a 
reform is both necessary and 

possible.”

https://www.unenvironment.org/news-and-stories/story/search-sustainable-sand-extraction-beginning


MEASURING HOLISTICALLY,  AVOIDED CARBON

E.g. net zero targets based on territorial emissions – off-shoring our carbon footprint? (HMTreasury 2021)

(Embodied + Operational)



DEVELOPING 
MEASUREMENT 
FRAMEWORKS

• Need evidence to articulate the 

social, economic and 

environmental value of heritage

• To demonstrate progress against 

strategic aims

• To inform decision making

• Monitoring and evaluation 

critical to this



HE EVALUATION APPROACH

• Supported by a detailed monitoring and evaluation 

framework 



HE EVALUATION APPROACH

• Aims to evidence the impact of an intervention as a whole

• Driven by theory of change and logic model



COPY OF BUILDING EVALUATION INDICATORS 
09.2022.XLSX 

&
BIG DATA E.G. UCL 3D STOCK MODEL



MAIN 
TAKEAWAYS

• Economics is a powerful tool – it is used widely – it 

is used in decision making - shapes outcomes.

• But economic tools are incomplete – here 2 things 

• i) ‘Externalities’  are not folded into current 

economic systems

• We need to actively seek solutions to value and 

embed embodied carbon in policy, business and 

everyday decisions

ii) These can be better embedded in our systems

iii) It is vital that the heritage sector is an active 

partner in the evolution of economic theories

iv) But the questions remains as to whether 

change to the system are sufficient? A paradigm 

shift?
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